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Abstract

Background and objective: Pancreatic cancer has long been a leading cause of cancer death. Few patients are suitable for surgery and for those who are not, the response to treatment is generally poor. No more than about 10% survive for more than a year. Recent research has focused on focal treatment for local disease control. This review covers the development of one of the most promising options, photodynamic therapy (PDT).

Methods: This review covers pre-clinical and clinical studies. Laboratory work was designed to understand the effect of PDT on the normal pancreas and surrounding tissues and on transplanted cancers in the hamster pancreas to ensure safety prior to clinical application. Essentially all clinical studies have been undertaken in University College Hospital, London. Phase-I studies used the photosensitisers mTHPC and verteporfin in patients with localised but inoperable cancers.

Results: Laboratory results showed that normal pancreas, bile duct, liver, stomach and major blood vessels could tolerate PDT without any unacceptable effects on the structure and function of these organs. Necrosis that healed safely was documented in transplanted cancers. The clinical trials showed that focal necrosis could be produced in inoperable cancers with acceptable levels of complications, but considerable refinements of treatment delivery and monitoring are required before the technique will be ready for assessment in controlled clinical trials.

Conclusions: PDT is showing promise for the minimally invasive treatment of localised pancreatic cancers, but it is still at an early stage of development. Much more work will be necessary to optimise techniques for applying PDT to these cancers and for combining it with other therapeutic options such as chemotherapy.
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Zusammenfassung


Methoden: Das vorliegende Review umfasst sowohl präklinische als auch klinische Studien. Laboruntersuchungen wurden durchgeführt, um zunächst die Wirkung der PDT auf die normale Bauchspeicheldrüse und das umgebende Gewebe sowie auf transplantierte Tumoren im Hamstermodell zu verstehen, um so die Sicherheit im Vorfeld klinischer Anwendungen zu gewährleisten. Im Wesentlichen wurden alle klinischen Studien im University College Hospital, London durchgeführt. In Phase-I-Studien wurden die Photosensibilisatoren mTHPC und Verteporfin in Patienten mit lokal begrenztem, aber inoperabler Krebs angewendet.

Ergebnisse: Die Laborergebnisse zeigten, dass normales Gewebe von Bauchspeicheldrüse, Gallengang, Leber, und Magen sowie große Blutgefäße eine PDT ohne...
inakzeptable Auswirkungen auf die Struktur und Funktion dieser Organe tolerieren kann. Nekrosen, die sicher heilten, wurden in transplantierten Tumoren dokumentiert. Die klinischen Studien haben gezeigt, dass fokale Nekrosen bei inoperablen Tumoren mit tolerablen Komplikationen erzeugt werden können, aber eine erhebliche Verbesserung der Behandlung und Überwachung erforderlich sind, bevor die Technik in kontrollierten klinischen Studien weiter beurteilt werden kann.

**Schlussfolgerungen:** Die PDT stellt eine vielversprechende minimal-invasive Behandlungsoption bei lokalisiertem Bauchspeicheldrüsencarcinom dar, befindet sich aber noch in einem frühen Entwicklungsstadium. Mehr Forschungsarbeiten sind notwendig, um die für die PDT erforderlichen Techniken für diese Krebsart zu optimieren und die PDT mit anderen therapeutischen Optionen, wie der Chemotherapie, kombinieren zu können.

**Schlüsselwörter:** Biologie der Photodynamischen Therapie (PDT); translationale Studien zur PDT von Bauchspeicheldrüsenkrebs.

## 2 Focal therapy

The pancreas is located deep inside the body and is surrounded by many vital structures, particularly the stomach, duodenum, common bile duct, liver and major blood vessels such as the hepatic artery, portal vein, descending aorta and inferior vena cava. Any local treatment to a tumour in the pancreas must be sufficiently well localised not to extend to surrounding tissues or be adequately tolerated by these tissues.

The simplest options are techniques for delivering heat using a probe that can be inserted directly into the pancreas under image guidance. Early studies used a laser fibre for doing this [4], as had been shown to be effective in other organs [5], but in recent years, radiofrequency ablation (RFA) has been the preferred option for interstitial thermal treatment of tumours in solid organs such as the liver and lungs, where it is now well established in routine use [6]. However, thermal ablation damages connective tissue like collagen, which reduces the mechanical integrity of hollow organs like the duodenum and bile duct, with the consequent risk of perforation if treatment extends to these organs. In normal pancreas, thermal ablation heals safely, but only as long as it does not extend to the surface of the gland, where there might be a risk of fistula formation.

The technique that has been studied most is photodynamic therapy (PDT). PDT is a way of producing localised tissue necrosis with light after prior administration of a photosensitising agent in the presence of oxygen. The cytotoxic intermediary is thought to be singlet oxygen. As the biological effect is photochemical rather than thermal and there is no significant change in tissue temperature during light delivery, there is little damage...
to connective tissues such as collagen and elastin, which helps to maintain the mechanical integrity of hollow organs like the gastrointestinal tract and major blood vessels [7, 8].

Another major attraction is that the light used is in the visible and near-infrared part of the optical spectrum and so is not ionising. This means that PDT does not carry the risk of cumulative toxicity associated with radiotherapy. Once a PDT-treated area has healed, it can be treated with PDT again, if clinically indicated. PDT can also be used to treat areas which have already received the maximum safe dose of radiotherapy.

Much of the early interest in PDT centred around the selective uptake and retention of photosensitising drugs in cancers compared with the surrounding normal tissue in which the cancer arose, which raised the possibility of selective destruction of cancers. There is some selectivity of uptake. This is rarely enough to make truly selective tumour necrosis possible, although some selectivity has been shown experimentally with PDT alone [9] and combining PDT with a radioprotective agent [10]. However, if necrosis of normal tissue heals safely without any unacceptable loss of structure or function, then truly selective necrosis of tumour is not essential [11].

There are other minimally invasive techniques that could be considered:

a. Cryotherapy. This produces localised necrosis, but it is difficult to deliver a cryogen to the pancreas as the delivery tubes are too large for passage through needles suitable for inserting into the pancreas. However, it has been reported [12].

b. Local injection of chemotherapy drugs. This has potential, but it is difficult to control exactly where the drug would go if injected into a solid tumour, especially ones like pancreatic cancers, which are notoriously hard [13].

c. Brachytherapy (interstitial insertion of radioactive sources). This has worked well in the prostate either with a high-dose source inserted sequentially into many sites for a short period or multiple low-dose seeds inserted permanently, but would provide practical difficulties in the pancreas as many needles would be required. Nevertheless, it has been reported [14].

d. High intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU). This has been used quite extensively in China and other East Asian countries, sometimes in combination with chemotherapy and radiotherapy and can provide good pain relief in many patients [15].

However, PDT seems the most promising technique, with RFA also a realistic option.

### 3 Pre-clinical studies of photodynamic therapy

#### 3.1 Pre-clinical photodynamic therapy in the normal pancreas and adjacent organs

With so many vital organs in the vicinity of the pancreas, the first priority was to understand what PDT did to normal pancreas and the surrounding organs. Many papers have been published on this topic from our group, mainly in Syrian golden hamsters, using a variety of photosensitisers including aluminium disulphonated phthalocyanine, 5-aminolaevulinic acid (ALA), meso-tetrahydroxylphenyl chlorin (mTHPC), and verteporfin, dating back as far as 1991 [16–18]. The results with all were broadly similar. Some sealed and free perforations were seen in the duodenum, thought to be due to the very thin wall of the hamster duodenum. In all the other organs tested, pancreas, stomach, duodenum, liver, common bile duct, aorta and inferior vena cava, necrosis was seen but the treated areas healed safely with no unacceptable effects on structure or function.

#### 3.2 Pre-clinical photodynamic therapy in transplanted cancers

The encouraging studies on normal tissues were followed by studies on transplanted cancers. PDT effects depend closely on the drug dose, the light dose and the time interval between drug and light delivery. There are also considerable differences between organs, so meaningful studies required pancreatic cancers to be transplanted directly into the pancreas of hamsters. Studies on cancers growing in experimentally convenient sites such as under the skin do not give the most important information on how a cancer growing in its organ of origin will respond. These studies have been undertaken by our group in London using three different photosensitisers (phthalocyanine, mTHPC, ALA) [9, 19, 20]. Other groups have undertaken similar studies with porfimer sodium and pheophorbide A [21].

The first steps were pharmacodynamic studies to determine the drug-light interval that gave the best ratio of tissue concentration of drug in the cancer to that in the adjacent normal pancreas. This varied considerably from a few hours to several days, depending on the photosensitiser used. Using the optimum drug-light interval for each photosensitiser – as with the studies on normal animals – the biological effects on transplanted cancers were
broadly similar with all the photosensitisers investigated. Necrosis could be produced in the cancer with a small degree of selectivity between cancer and normal pancreas [9]. A randomised study using ALA as the photosensitising agent showed a significantly increased survival time in PDT-treated tumour bearing animals compared with untreated controls [20]. Comparable randomised studies have not been undertaken with other photosensitisers.

4 Clinical studies of photodynamic therapy for cancer of the pancreas

4.1 First clinical trial

4.1.1 Methods

The pre-clinical results were considered sufficiently encouraging to justify a phase-I clinical trial. This was approved by the Ethics Committee at University College Hospital, London, UK. The first patient was treated in 1996 and the first full publication appeared in 2002 [22]. The photosensitiser chosen was mTHPC (Foscan®). This was the agent shown to be most effective in animal studies, although it was recognised that it was associated with prolonged skin and eye photosensitivity. Sixteen patients with inoperable adenocarcinoma (2.5–6 cm in diameter), localised to the head of the pancreas were studied. In 14 cases, the main contraindication for surgery was vascular involvement of the cancer. The two with the smallest cancers were in too poor a general condition to undertake major surgery. All 16 patients presented with obstructive jaundice, which was relieved by biliary stenting prior to further treatment. mTHPC was administered intravenously (0.15 mg/kg) followed by direct illumination of the tumour 3 days later. For light delivery, needles (up to 6 per patient) were inserted into the tumour percutaneously under ultrasound guidance and their positions checked with a computerised tomography (CT) scan. A thin laser fibre was passed through each needle to deliver red light directly to the cancer. (Reproduced, with permission, from [22].)

4.1.2 Results

All patients had some pain after the procedure, most requiring opiates for a few days, but most were able to resume oral intake after about 48 h. None developed pancreatitis and there were no treatment related deaths. Fourteen patients were home <10 days after light delivery, with adequate oral intake and feeling comfortable. Of the other two, one had a major bleed, thought to be due to tumour involvement of the gastroduodenal artery, controlled by radiological embolization and the other had ongoing pain and anorexia and required a gastrostomy for feeding [22].

In all cases, contrast-enhanced CT scans taken 3–5 days after PDT showed new areas of non-enhancement, interpreted as zones of PDT-induced necrosis (Figure 2). This was confirmed on biopsy in one case. The volume of necrosis ranged from 9 to 60 cm³. The median radius of necrosis around the site of each treatment fibre was 9 mm, but this varied over the range of 7–11 mm. There were only three cases in which no definite cancer could be seen and three others in whom only tiny areas of cancer could be seen in the pancreas in the early post-PDT scans. In most cases, the treated area healed safely, but tumour often regrew from the edges of the treated area. Treatable complications included cholangitis and duodenal obstruction. Full details are given in the original publication [22]. This was a phase I/II study, so the treatment parameters were conservative and it was not surprising that the full extent of tumour was not treated. The survival time after PDT ranged from 4 to 30 months (median 9.5 months,
one patient being alive at 31 months), with most patients receiving PDT 2–3 months after their initial diagnosis. Only three patients spent more than 20% of their survival time after PDT in hospital. Three patients had chemotherapy when they had recovered from PDT. They survived 11, 12, and 15 months after PDT [22].

This study was the first clinical report of PDT for pancreatic cancer. No patients were cured, but most had a short stay in hospital and their quality of life after PDT was good. It showed that PDT can produce localised necrosis in pancreatic cancers and although some serious complications were seen, they were treatable and explicable, so it was thought that in future it should be possible to avoid the situations in which these arose.

4.2 Recent clinical studies

Despite these encouraging early results, it was several years before funding was raised to take this work forward. However, two further studies have now been published from our group, using the photosensitiser verteporfin (Visudyne®) in a collaboration between University College London, Harvard Medical School and Dartmouth College [23, 24]. Verteporfin has the major advantage that the drug-light interval required is only 60–90 min rather than the 3 days required for mTHPC. This is much more convenient for patients and clinical staff and means that any risk of skin and eye photosensitivity is reduced to a few days rather than several weeks. Further, the wavelength of light required is 690 nm, which has better penetration of living tissue than the 652 nm used with mTHPC.

4.2.1 Dose-ranging study using the photosensitiser verteporfin

The recent publications were both based on a new study undertaken in the same hospital in London as the original work. The patient selection and basic PDT protocol was essentially the same as in the original study [22]. Patients with localised pancreatic cancers considered inoperable, usually due to vascular involvement, were recruited. However, there was considerable refinement of the light dosimetry and imaging. As before, light (690 nm for verteporfin) was delivered using laser fibres passed through needles inserted percutaneously under ultrasound and CT guidance but for the first 13 patients, only a single fibre was used. These were fibres with a 1-cm diffuser tip rather than the plain cut fibres used previously. It had been noted in the earlier study that there appeared to be a considerable variation in the volume of necrosis around each treatment site (radius of necrosis around each treatment site varied from 7–11 mm). Using multiple fibres, it was difficult to be sure how far apart the actual treatment sites for each fibre were and consequently how much overlap of effect there was from the light delivered to adjacent fibres. The new study initially used just a single fibre, starting

![Contrast-enhanced computerised tomography (CT) scans of a carcinoma of the pancreas. Left: Prior to photodynamic therapy (PDT) showing a 2.8-cm carcinoma in the head of the pancreas (long arrow). This patient had a plastic biliary stent in place at the time of treatment (short arrow). Right: 4 days after PDT, showing a large new area of non-enhancement in the tumour area (long arrow). (Reproduced, with permission, from [22].)
with a light dose of 5 J and doubling this after every three patients until there was a maximum diameter of necrosis of at least 12 mm in all three patients in a group. This was achieved when the dose reached 40 J. The total volume of necrosis in each patient was estimated by segmentation of serial slices of contrast-enhanced CT scans taken a few days after PDT. The results were expressed as volume of necrosis, as few necrotic zones were truly spherical. The necrosis volumes for individual patients with valid results are shown in Table 1. The striking result was that there was considerable variation in the volume of necrosis around the treatment site in different patients treated with the same light dose, particularly at 20 and 40 J [23], comparable to the variation commented on in the original study [22]. Unlike the original study, this study did not attempt to treat enough sites in the cancer to destroy it all. It was clear from the original study that in the present state of knowledge, there was no prospect of PDT curing these cancers and all patients were made aware of this, although the PDT may have had some palliative benefit. Undoubtedly, it helped the patient who was found to be operable after PDT, although it is unlikely that this could have been predicted.

The last two patients were treated with multiple fibres. There was a particularly remarkable, although anecdotal, observation in this study. One patient was included as his CT scan suggested that the tumour abutted the superior mesenteric artery, making him inoperable. One month after PDT, a repeat CT scan showed a clear tissue plane between the cancer and the tumour, so making it operable.

### Table 1: Volume of photodynamic therapy (PDT) induced necrosis, measured by segmentation of contrast-enhanced computerised tomography (CT) scans taken 5 days after PDT in 12 individual patients treated with a single 1-cm diffuser tipped fibre.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Delivered energy (J)</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>40</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volume of necrosis for each of the 12 individual patients (cm³)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>5.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>2.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>2.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each energy dose group (5, 10, 20 and 40 J), three patients were treated. No necrosis was seen in the three patients who were treated with 5 J. For those treated with 10, 20 or 40 J, there was a marked variation in the extent of necrosis within each energy group. This poor correlation between energy delivered and volume of necrosis is illustrated by another example. In a further patient treated with two fibres, each with 1 cm diffuser tips, with 40 J delivered down each fibre, the volume of necrosis was 5.3 cm³. This value was very similar to the first patient in the 40 J energy group, treated with a single fibre, shown here with a determined volume of necrosis of 5.17 cm³.

He subsequently underwent a Whipple’s resection of the pancreas and duodenum and the surgical margins proved to be free of tumour. The likely explanation is that the tumour was immediately adjacent to the artery but not actually invading it. The area of PDT necrosis in another part of the cancer healed by shrinking, so pulling the tumour away from the artery, making it clear on the follow-up CT scan that surgery was feasible. He was well for a further 3 years after surgery before recurrent cancer was detected and he was started on chemotherapy.

### 4.2.2 Contrast-enhanced CT scanning for predicting the extent of necrosis

The most recent publication [24] set out to determine the dominant factors affecting the extent of necrosis around treatment sites in the verteporfin study. This is one of the most important aspects of dosimetry when the treated tissue is left to heal in situ rather than being removed surgically. Clinically, the aim should always be to treat the entire tumour with as little damage to adjacent normal tissues as possible. With invasive cancers, it is often a challenge to define exactly how far a cancer extends as it is difficult to detect a few cancer cells invading apparently normal areas. Often, the best one can do is to estimate how far a cancer is likely to have spread beyond what is detectable on imaging such as CT and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), based on experience of previous patients with similar cancers. Wherever possible, a surgeon will include a margin of apparently normal tissue, typically a few mm, in the hope of removing these previously undetected cancer cells, but it is always a compromise between having the best chance of removing all the cancer and minimizing the disruption to structure and function of the tissue left behind.

A surgeon has precise control of the excision margins of tissue he/she removes and the pathologist can examine the surgical specimen to see if the margins are clear of cancer. No pancreatic cancer patient will have surgery unless there is a good chance that it will be feasible to remove the entire cancer. As described above, normal pancreas and most of the surrounding tissues can tolerate PDT without any unacceptable loss of structure or function. This is one of the major attractions of PDT as it can sometimes treat small areas of cancer involving vital structures without impairing the function of those structures. However, when light is delivered to the pancreas interstitially under image guidance, reports from the two studies described above showed how unpredictable the extent of the PDT effect can be when the treatment parameters are
fixed (drug dose, drug-light interval and light dose) but are not related to the individual cancers being treated. Nevertheless, there is usually a sharp cut-off between viable tissue and PDT-induced necrosis [17]. The problem lies in ensuring that the cut-off line is in the right place: all the cancer in the necrotic zone and nothing else in the necrotic zone that cannot tolerate PDT. One problem that has been encountered clinically is related to blood vessels. Normal and atheromatous arteries can tolerate PDT without rupture or thrombosis [8, 25], but large arteries that are directly invaded by cancer are at risk of perforation and this was seen in two cases in the first clinical study [22].

The aim of the recent study [24] was to look for ways in which clinically available information could be used for more accurate prediction of the extent of necrosis that PDT would produce in treated cancers. There was a particular focus on detailed analysis of CT imaging. By comparing CT scans before and shortly after administration of an intravenous contrast agent (venous phase scan), it is possible to assess the volume of blood in the cancer and surrounding tissue. This influences the penetration depth of the therapeutic light and hence the volume of necrosis. The study correlated variations in the venous blood volume with the documented extent of PDT necrosis on scans taken a few days after PDT. The analysis and full results are described in detail in the original publication [24]. There is a strong negative correlation between the contrast-derived venous blood content and the volume of PDT necrosis ($R^2=0.87$). This suggests that the optical attenuation produced by venous blood is a dominant factor in the treatment response to PDT. This study used a fixed drug dose and drug-light interval, so no comment could be made on the effect of varying the tissue concentration of photosensitiser. It has been recognised for many years that PDT is a threshold effect and that the threshold for a tissue effect depends on the product of the drug concentration and the absorbed light energy at every point, as well as the presence of an adequate concentration of oxygen, although the latter is rarely the limiting factor.

The fundamental achievement of this paper was to show that the distribution of light within individual cancers, as determined by the distribution of blood, is critical and that it is not possible to predict the extent of PDT necrosis based just on the administered drug and light doses, although these are, of course, also important. Further quantitative analysis showed a strong correlation between the volume of necrosis calculated using the CT surrogate estimate of venous blood content and standard light modelling tools and that measured by post-treatment CT, with an $R^2=0.91$ [24]. This could represent an important breakthrough in PDT for pancreatic cancer and could facilitate light dose administration tailored to individual cancers with significantly less effort than using invasive or time consuming light dosimetry measurements. The concept of using perfusion CT has also been explored as a way of predicting the distribution of photosensitiser in pre-clinical studies in a rabbit orthotopic pancreatic cancer model [26].

5 The future

5.1 New approaches to pancreatic photodynamic therapy

5.1.1 Light delivery using endosonography

Up to the present, light has been delivered to the pancreas using laser fibres passed through needles inserted percutaneously under guidance from ultrasound and CT scanning. This means that the needles have to pass through the abdominal skin, underlying muscle, peritoneum and both the front and back walls of the stomach to get to the pancreas. If multiple sites in the cancer need to be treated, this requires multiple needle insertions, with the associated risks of internal bleeding (which was seen in two of the patients in the first study) and of tumour cells being seeded along the needle track as the needle tip will be directly in tumour tissue (a small risk, but a serious complication). A proposed new approach is to insert the fibres endoscopically. With an ultrasound probe built into an endoscope, the pancreas can be imaged directly through the wall of the stomach or duodenum (endosonography). The laser fibre could then be passed through the operating channel of the instrument directly into a tumour in the pancreas (endoscopic ultrasound-guided PDT). This would be inherently safer than the percutaneous approach, although only one fibre could be used at a time and treating more than one area would require repositioning. This endoscopic technique has been shown to produce necrosis in the pancreas of normal pigs, the laser fibre being passed through a thin aspiration needle in the biopsy channel of the echoendoscope [27]. Oncological treatments delivered using endoscopic ultrasound are reviewed by Kaplan [13].

5.1.2 Combining photodynamic therapy with other treatments

Up to the present, there has been reluctance to give chemotherapy within a month of PDT because of concerns
that the combination might be too toxic, but there is no fundamental reason why this should be the case. New studies with less time between the two are planned. Likewise, consideration could be given to combining PDT with radiotherapy.

5.1.3 Immunological stimulation by photodynamic therapy

It is recognised that in the current state of the art, PDT is a local treatment for cancer of the pancreas and cannot control disease that has spread to other organs. There is evidence that PDT can stimulate an immunological response to cancer and this is an area of intense scientific research [28]. However, this is not yet sufficiently understood to be of value in clinical practice.

5.1.4 Nanoscale drug delivery vehicles to facilitate multimodal cancer therapy

A very recent publication introduces a photoactivatable, multi-inhibitor nanoliposome (PMIL) that imparts light-induced cytotoxicity with a photo-initiated and sustained release of inhibitors that suppress tumour regrowth and treatment escape signalling pathways [29]. In mouse studies, near-infrared tumour illumination after prior intravenous administration of PMIL triggers photodynamic damage of tumour cells and microvessels and simultaneously initiates release of XL184 inside the tumour. A single treatment can achieve prolonged tumour reduction and suppress metastatic escape in an orthotopic pancreatic tumour model. This approach offers new prospects for cancer therapy by enabling spatiotemporal control of drug release while reducing systemic drug exposure and the associated toxicities [29].

5.2 Early diagnosis

5.2.1 Cysts

As outlined above, pancreatic cancer is a devastating disease that is most often diagnosed late, with few effective treatment strategies. The prognosis could be improved with better diagnostic and treatment options for early disease and for precursor lesions such as cysts. Cystic lesions of the pancreas are an emerging health issue, being present without symptoms in up to 13.5% of patients undergoing abdominal MRI scans for reasons unrelated to the pancreas. Currently, the management of the subgroup of patients with mucinous cystic tumours (a small proportion of which may develop into cancers) relies on either surveillance by non-invasive imaging or surgical resection. There is a need for minimally invasive ablative treatments such as PDT to reduce the need for major surgery or the inconvenience, anxiety and costs associated with long-term imaging surveillance. One case of PDT for intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasm (IPMN) of the pancreas has been reported using the photosensitiser porfimer sodium. Light was delivered to the tumour by inserting a diffuser fibre directly into the pancreatic duct at endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography. Both the symptoms and imaging and biopsy findings of the IPMN resolved after PDT, although metastatic cancer was diagnosed 2 years later [30].

5.2.2 Other pancreatic tumours

Adenocarcinomas are by far the commonest cancers of the pancreas and arise in exocrine cells (cells that produce digestive enzymes). However, cancer can arise in other cells in the pancreas, such as those in areas known as the islets of Langerhans that produce hormone-like substances such as insulin. These cancers (known as neuroendocrine tumours) are rare, but often produce symptoms much earlier than the common cancers due to the effects of excess levels of hormones, and so the tumour volume can be quite small without metastases at the time of diagnosis. The main difficulty is often actually locating them, but if they can be found they could be suitable for ablation with PDT.

5.2.3 Biomarkers

Biomarkers are substances characteristic of specific diseases or groups of diseases that can be detected in blood or tissue [31]. The search for biomarkers in well patients as an indication of likely future disease in individuals known to be at increased risk for specific diseases or just for screening in the general population is a hot research topic. It is of particular importance in those thought to have a high risk of developing cancer and also for monitoring cancer treatment. In the future, the combination of sensitive biomarkers and less invasive treatments like PDT could help to find and treat pancreatic cancers at a stage when cure may be possible.
6 Conclusions

It is 25 years since PDT was first considered for treating cancer of the pancreas and 20 years since the first patient was treated. Even on medical research standards, this is slow progress, but those developing other treatments for this devastating disease have not done much better. We can now say that PDT can produce localised necrosis in inoperable pancreatic cancers using a minimally invasive technique with safe healing of the treated area. There have been complications, but there has been no treatment-related mortality and we now understand the treatment better and so are likely to be able to avoid many of these problems in the future. The challenge is to be able to treat an entire cancer and at present we can only offer a local treatment. However, the importance of good local control should not be minimised. It may provide significant survival benefit and enhanced quality of life to patients with advanced metastatic disease. New approaches such as combining PDT with chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy, detecting and treating earlier disease and enhancing the immuno-stimulatory effect of PDT may improve the prognosis. Nevertheless, all these options must be refined so they are used to optimum effect and then assessed in randomised clinical trials comparing the results with conventional therapy.
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